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Administrivia

• Midterm is not graded yet. But will be included in mid-

semester grade. P2C will not be included in midsemester 

grades.

• We are not expecting work during spring break.  P3 will be 

assigned after spring break



Ethics



Volkswagen Scandal

VW was caught cheating on emissions for Diesel engines
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/business/international/vw-diesel-emissions-scandal-explained.html?mtrref=www.google.com&assetType=REGIWALL



What is Human 
Flourishing?
According to Harvard’s Human flourishing program: Human 
flourishing is composed of five central domains: happiness and life 
satisfaction, mental and physical health, meaning and purpose, 
character and virtue, and close social relationships.



Why Human Flourishing?

• Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights: “All human beings are born 

free and equal in dignity and rights.”

• Declaration of Independence: “We 

hold these truths to be self-evident…”

• Internal Compass

• Faith
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Activity:
(Un)Ethical situations
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Open Intellectual Property Concerns

• Was the data used to train these LLMs obtained illegally?

• Who owns the IP associated with LLM outputs?

• Should sensitive information be provided as inputs to LLMs? 



Twitter cropping photos



Twitter cropping photos





Open Source Maintainers
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Algorithmic Bias

Algorithms affect: 

Where we go to school

Access to money

Access to health care

Receiving parole

Possibility of Bail

Risk Scores
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Therac-25

Bug (race-condition) in software lead to 
at least 6 deaths

Traced to: 
Lack of reporting bugs
Lack of proper due diligence 
Engineers were overconfident,  
removed hardware locks

Race condition of 8 seconds could lead 
to problems
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Code of Ethics

As an ACM member I will ....

Contribute to society and human well-being.

Avoid harm to others.

Be honest and trustworthy.

Be fair and take action not to discriminate.

Honor property rights including copyrights and patent.

Give proper credit for intellectual property.

Respect the privacy of others.

Honor confidentiality.
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Code of Ethics

Research shows that the code of ethics does not appear to 
affect the decisions made by software developers.
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Challenge:

How do we apply ethics to a field (Software 
Engineering) that is changes so often?

Remember the Dominos case? The ADA law was 
written before the first website (1990)

To handle this uncertainty about the future, let’s 
focus on three questions we can ask to remind 
ourselves to focus on promoting human flourishing.
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Three questions to promote human flourishing 

1.Does my software respect the humanity of the users?

2.Does my software amplify positive behavior, or 
negative behavior for users and society at large?

3.Will my software’s quality impact the humanity of 
others?
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1.Does my software respect 
the humanity of the users?
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Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com
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Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com

Provides a template for considering a piece of software, and 
asking questions to help us arrive at a “humane design”

Consider 6 human sensitivities: Emotional, Attention, Sense 
making, Decision making, Social Reasoning, and Group 
Dynamics  

Identify Opportunities to improve
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Humane Design Guide
http://humanetech.com

After analysis step, develop plan of action:

1. In what ways does your product/feature currently engage 
Human Sensitivities? 

2. How might your product/feature support or elevate human 
sensitivities?

3. Action Statement
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GenderMag
https://gendermag.org
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GenderMag
https://gendermag.org
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User Centered Design

User-centered design tries to 
optimize the product around 
how users can, want, or need to 
use the product, rather than 
forcing the users to change 
their behavior to accommodate 
the product.

-Wikipedia
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Agile 
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2.Does my software amplify 
positive or negative behavior for 
users and society at large?



Dog vs Wolf
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Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations LIME)
https://github.com/marcotcr/lime
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Explain “why” to customers
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Anil Dash on how to prevent abuse
http://anildash.com/2011/07/20/if_your_websites_full_of_assholes_its_your_fault-2/

You should have real humans dedicated to monitoring and 
responding to your community.

You should have community policies about what is and isn’t 
acceptable behavior.

Your site should have accountable identities.

You should have the technology to easily identify and stop bad 
behaviors.

You should make a budget that supports having a good 
community, or you should find another line of work.
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Deon https://github.com/drivendataorg/deon
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AI Incident Database
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3. Will my software’s quality 
impact the humanity of 
others?



Quality has long been considered 
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Engineering ethics.

Ethics applies and is formalized in many professional 
fields: medical, legal, business, and engineering. 

The first codes of engineering ethics were formally 
adopted by American engineering societies in 1912-
1914. In 1946 the National Society of Professional 
Engineers (NSPE) adopted their first formal Canons of 
Ethics. 
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“hold paramount safety, health and 
welfare of the public”
Citigroup Center, Designed by Structural 
engineer William LeMessurier

Followed calculations required by building 
codes

Civil Engineering student Diane Hartley 
realized there was a problem

Tests showed that winds needed to bring it 
down would happen every 55 years



Professional Ethics

Professional ethics encompass the personal, and 
corporate standards of behavior expected 
by professionals.

First three “professions”

-Divinity,

-Law

-Medicine

4
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Medicine - Intrinsic

Hippocratic Oath
~450BC
“Do no Harm”
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Law -Extrinsic

Bar regulates behavior

Oath to follow rules 

Malpractice
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Legal Malpractice

Not every mistake is legal malpractice.  For 
malpractice to exist:

Attorney must handle a case inappropriately 

due to negligence or with intent to harm

And cause damages to a client
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Malpractice vs. Negligence

Negligence is a failure to exercise the care that a reasonably 
prudent person would exercise in like circumstances.

Malpractice is a type of negligence; it is often called 
"professional negligence". It occurs when a licensed 
professional (like a doctor, lawyer or accountant) fails to 
provide services as per the standards set by the governing 
body ("standard of care"), subsequently causing harm to the 
plaintiff.



DISCUSSION: What should 
we do going forward?



Bioengineering Ethics:

• Respect for Autonomy

• Beneficence

• Nonmaleficence

• Justice



Professional Engineers

What {is / could be} the role of professional engineers in 
software?
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By ----PCStuff 03:47, 31 July 2006 (UTC), CC BY-SA 2.5, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10340855



Different scope of concerns addressed 
differently



Will software quality impact human 
flourishing?

Most traditional emphasis of “engineering ethics”

What can we learn from other professions?

Should software have ”Professional Engineers”?

How do we define “safety critical systems”?

How much testing is enough? How can we convince 
others to do that much testing?



These questions are the start of the 

conversation, but as technology evolves, we 
must be vigilant to ensure we are promoting 

human flourishing
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Three questions to promote human 
flourishing

1.Does my software respect the humanity of 
the users?

2.Does my software amplify positive behavior, 
or negative behavior for users and society at 
large?

3.Will my software’s quality impact the 
humanity of others?
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